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This working group will focus on successful strategies for spreading economic recovery to all 
neighborhoods in Denver through workforce development, targeted hire, and job training programs 
specifically geared toward middle skill jobs and low-income individuals aged 25-65. 
 

August 15, 2016 Working Group Meeting Summary 
 
Outline from the Working Group: 
 

There was understanding among the Working Group that these discussions are prompting the Office of 
Economic Development (OED) staff to memorialize the job seekers and employers processes to better 
understand how to identify specific training and positions that job seekers will need and to proactively 
seek employers looking to fill positions for Denver projects, for example, the National Western Center 
build out and North Denver Cornerstone Collaborative projects.  The main question is how to require 
employers who are receiving federal and/or local funding on projects to hire individuals from Denver 
communities.  There is currently no legislation in place, besides the City’s MBE/WBE/DBE ordinance and 
executive order.  The Working Group does acknowledge that criteria exists for federal funding and how 
those monies can be allocated by recipients of those funds on projects.  OED noted there are other 
“delegate agencies” working with them, including Spring Institute and Emily Griffith. 
 
The following list represents items discussed for follow up: 
 
1)  Working Group would like to meet with ResCare representative in addition to the commitment made 

to Council for quarterly updates to BIZ Committee.  Subsequent to the August 15 meeting, OED 
indicated they would coordinate a meeting with the Working Group and ResCare for September’s 
meeting. 

2) Statistically, can OED/Denver provide a list by Council District of people who are job seekers, who 
have been assisted, who have been provided training and assessment resources.  Mr. Anderson 
(OED) stated he thought he could by utilizing Connect Colorado information.  Subsequent to the 
meeting, OED indicated they would need more time to obtain that type of custom recruitment 
information.   

3) OED will provide information on the following:  OED policy on Individual Training Accounts (ITAs), all 
handouts that were in hard copy for the August 15 meeting, the list of the five industries that OED is 
focused on and their contacts in OED, share the subscription information for the Metro Denver jobs 
lists, and share information regarding the Denver Preferred Training Providers (DPTP) list.  
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Subsequent to the August meeting, hard copy and ITA information was sent.  Outstanding items are 
the contacts for the five industries, Metro Denver and DPTP lists. 

4) The Working Group members are interested in evaluating legislation in other cities where contractors 
are required to hire within communities for jobs (targeted hire ordinances).  Councilman Brooks 
requested that Debra review other cities’ ordinances to look at interviewing and hiring requirements. 

5) Councilmember Gilmore requested that OED provide the list of partners that provide certified 
programs to jobs seekers.  Is the list comprehensive to the five industries that OED is focused 
(healthcare, technology, construction)?  Councilman Brooks suggested that OED include focus 
groups as part of the step in the custom recruitment in their handout for job seeker outreach. 

6) How is the City identifying new employers entering the Denver market (proactive measures including 
communication to a Council District office to assist with notifying surrounding job seeker 
communities)?   

7) What is OED’s capacity to handle job seekers?  Is this a budgetary and goal-setting question?  
Budget hearings begin in September and important to identify needs now. 

8) Councilmember Gilmore questioned how OED/ResCare will keep non-hired individuals engaged in 
the resources and who is tracking this information for statistical information and goals later?  This 
includes job seekers who are typically challenged in these processes such as ex-offenders.  How is 
the city going to make sure that this community does not fall through the cracks?  Councilmember 
Brooks voiced concern about the current drug testing processes. 

9) The Working Group requested the resource (Talent Development) list now taken over by ResCare for 
supportive services such as: eye care/glasses, child care, transportation, etc.   Subsequent to the 
meeting, OED indicated they will work on compiling this list.  

 
   
Next Meeting: 
 
Next scheduled meeting is Monday, Sept. 19 from 3 pm to 4 pm in Room 451.  DUE TO 
BUDGET HEARINGS THE NEXT MEETING OF THE WORKING GROUP WILL BE MONDAY, 
OCTOBER 17 FROM 3 TO 4 PM. 
 
 
 

 
Year-end Goals (the following goals will be evaluated for revision): 
Present to the Economic Development Committee strategies to: 
- Have 90% job placement and 80% retention for the WIOA program (18-25 year olds). 
- Expand the amount of money available for individual training accounts so as people take advantage of 

apprenticeships they have a direct tie-in with Denver Public Schools to work with youth (connection to 
training opportunities for individuals not going to college). 

- Implement a strategy for job pipelines to the city’s major infrastructure projects. 
- Review results and recommendations from the pilot project based on best practices from other cities (if 

the pilot project has been completed and results provided before year-end). 
- Complete the half-day work session and implement job placement model. 
- Provide programmatic recommendations to the mayor’s administration gleaned from RTD’s WIN project 

and other successful models. 
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